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Modernising the Courts and Tribunals Service
Future of Justice Conference

HMCTS Chief Executive, Susan Acland-Hood
14th May 2018 

We rightly enjoy an outstanding international 
reputation for the quality of our justice system.

But to maintain that reputation, we are 
investing in the modernisation of our courts 

and tribunals.

Why Reform?
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The system we are reforming
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• Labour-intensive, paper-based systems which create error, duplication, inefficiency 
and overstretch, and also drive over-reliance on physical presence even to 
administer and move cases forward 

• Many buildings not fit for purpose

• Arcane processes that are hard to administer and even harder to navigate; few 
modern, swift routes available even for simpler things

• Resource and time allocation do not reflect the work being done

The system we are reforming
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Our guiding principles 
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Building in partnership

Increasing accessibility

Being proportionate and segmented

Strengthening our strong, independent 
and trusted justice heritage

Increasing transparency and 
accountability

Securing financial sustainability

Designing for 2050 – not 2018

Putting people at the heart

What we are doing – an ambitious £1bn programme of change
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- Crime Programme – built around a new ‘service model’ for criminal work; supported by the Common 
Platform Programme – bringing police, CPS and HMCTS onto one system for criminal work – with the 
ability to look from end to end

- Civil, Family and Tribunals Programme – including the development of better ‘direct’ services (like online 
applications for probate and divorce) but also the development of an ‘online court’ with shared, simple rules

- Transforming Compliance and Enforcement Programme – changing the way we enforce debt, using 
more effective and modern methods

- Underpinning change to support these new ways of doing things – including fully video hearings, 
improved scheduling and listing, more wi-fi and screens, and changes to number and standard of 
buildings and how we organise administration

- A data and management information project – to make sure our new systems give us intelligent, 
connected, open, flexible data to drive future improvement 
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We are learning from others, but our programme is the most 
ambitious in the world
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Automation of 
case management

Video
conferencing 

File 
application 
online  

Upload my 
documents 

Improving 
workforce 

Estate
consolidation 

Compared to 
HMCTS scope   

Cases per 
annum

Programme
Length (years)

UK (HMCTS) +4m 6

Australia (NSW) ~300k 8

British Columbia 
(Canada)  ~270k 11

Netherlands ~1.8m 9

Oregon (USA) ~200k 7

Singapore ~350k 15

We are building components that fit together (not a single giant 
system) – which is more agile and reduces risk
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Online payment

Tax Fees: 
Online payment system 

confirmation of receipt by 
email.  

Probate: 
A speedier online 

application which can be 
saved and retrieved. No 

need for expensive sealing.  

Divorce: 
Online system guides the 
user and prompts them to 

upload the correct 
documents

Social Security and Child Support 
Appeals: 

Easily share evidence,  check the 
progress of applications and 

receive  updates by text or email.

Online payment

Document upload 

Notifications and 
tracking function, 
evidence sharing

Online payment

Document upload

Notifications, tracking 
function and evidence 

sharing
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Online Divorce Application – what we’re reforming…
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Current 15-page D8 form…

Online Divorce Application – new online service
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Online Divorce Application – checks and stops
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Online Divorce Application – uploading documents
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Online Divorce Application – Staff view (core case data)
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Online Divorce Application – user feedback
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“Thank you ever so much for making this process so much less painful than it could have 
been, especially as a disabled person. The service was a lot easier because I use a 
wheelchair and didn't have to go out, and I also found it very easy as an autistic person to 
get support from the team when I had questions.”

Rebecca

“It was marvellous, pain free and less stressful than the paper form which I tried several 
years ago to complete but got fed up of it being rejected.”

Elaine

“It’s a very accessible and easy-to-use system; well done to all involved in its design.”
Judge Clarke
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Civil Money Claims
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Civil Money Claims – signposting 
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Civil Money Claims – notifying defendant
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Civil Money Claims – making an offer
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Civil Money Claims – notification 
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Civil Money Claims – settlement agreement
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Civil Money Claims – user feedback
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Claimants: 
“Very easy site to use, clear and straightforward.”

“I can’t think of anything. it was really good and easy to do, if I had known how easy it would 
be I would have made the claim ages ago. I do believe the whole court process it antiquated 
and needs to be updated and all services should be like this. ie: divorce etc etc.”

“Excellent and easy to use service - great initiative to support small claimants”

“Rather than waiting four weeks to get an acknowledgment that its been issued, I got it in 
seconds”

Defendants: 
“Simple and direct. Excellent”

“Very straight forward easy to follow”

Social Security and Child Support – Submit Your Appeal
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Social Security and Child Support – Track Your Appeal
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Social Security and Child Support – user feedback
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“Courts, judges, decision all quite frightening. This calms you down.”

“It’s easier to track it this way rather than waiting on hold for half an hour 
waiting to get through to somebody.”

“It’s easy to keep track of what’s happening. It’s really good. It’s got 
everything I need. I wouldn’t even have to ask anyone because it’s all there”
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Social Security and Child Support – Continuous Resolution
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IN DEVELOPMENT

Social Security and Child Support – Judicial interface
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IN DEVELOPMENT
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Social Security and Child Support – User interface
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IN DEVELOPMENT
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Putting the pieces together to create the online court
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Video Hearings – testing the principles
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Judge’s view

Video Hearings – feedback from Apellants
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“I was really pleased to be able to take part in a video hearing as it meant I did not have to 
travel to London for a hearing.”

“The video hearing was approached with the seriousness a hearing demands.”

“It was impressive to see HMCTS moving towards something that is future looking.”
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Insight and evaluation
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• We understand the importance of evaluating the reforms. Starting small, iterating, and building in 
response to user feedback helps make sure that real-time evaluation drives our development. 

• We have also commissioned independent academic research in the first area to trial full video 
hearings, the Tax Tribunal. The evaluation will be a qualitative study focusing on the way the 
early pilots are implemented, and on the public, professional, and judicial experience of full video 
hearings. 

• We also have a dedicated strand of work focused on MI and data as part of the reform 
programme – which will allow us to be far more evidence-driven in future (and we are building in 
ways to share anonymised data with the research community too)

• With the Ministry of Justice, we are currently developing plans for a programme-wide evaluation 
of courts and tribunals reform - we welcome input and suggestions

Creating an eco-system
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Continue to help to shape what we are doing
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We want to hear your views, continuing our conversation. To hear more and then 
tell us what you think, you can: 

• follow and comment on our blog at https://insidehmcts.blog.gov.uk
• tweet me at @CEOofHMCTS
• or email: changesomethingthatmatters@justice.gov.uk

https://insidehmcts.blog.gov.uk/
https://twitter.com/ceoofhmcts?lang=en
mailto:changesomethingthatmatters@hmcts.gsi.gov.uk

